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Goes on Holiday (Isadora Moon) by Harriet Muncaster
This was a really good one in the school holidays to choose as I was going on holiday too. The colours kept me interested snd the story was
greats. This book was good because Isadora helped her mermaid friend clear all the rubbish off the beach and persuade people not to litter. I think
it is important that we all do our bit to look after our beaches.

I liked this because I am into magic and Isadora Moon is a good book. I would recommend it to you. I have three favourite characters: one of
them is the mermaid, the other ones are Isadora Moon and her Mum. Its a book full of surprises. I would recommend this book to people who



like books with twists and turns. Subjects Fantasy Worlds - awesome adventures of magic and mystery Average rating 5 out 5 63 reviews. Judge
Honeycomb Pipistrel I really enjoyed this book. Director Sunny Pineapple I like this book. View basket. Description When Isadora wins an
amazing holiday for her whole family she's ready for sun, sea, and sand! But there's work to be done when she and her mermaid friend Marina
discover a baby turtle in trouble.

Can Isadora help the turtle find a way home? This page was last updated on 17 September at GMT. Reviews Praise for Isadora Moon Beautifully
presented throughout with pink and black illustrations. Isadora Moon is special because she's different. Her mum is a fairy and her dad is a
vampire and she's a bit of both. When Isadora wins an amazing holiday for her whole family she's ready for sun, sea, and sand! But there's work to
be done when she and her mermaid friend Marina discover a baby turtle in trouble. Can Isadora help the turtle find a way home? In addition to our
Lovereading4Kids expert opinion some of our Reader Review Panel were also lucky enough to read and review this title. You can click here to
read the full reviews.

I now want to read all the Isadora Moon books. I love Isadora! Full review. Isadora Moon is really cool because she's half fairy and half vampire
and in this story she goes on a tropical holiday which turns out really interesting. A fun adventure about a little girl who is half vampire and half fairy
going on holiday. The first-person voice helps the reader to connect with Isadora, who may just be the most lovable vampire ever created.
Beautifully presented throughout with pink and black illustrations. Harriet Muncaster has been drawing, writing and creating things for as long as
she can remember. It was while at school that she discovered that being an illustrator and author was a real career path she could take.

From that moment on Harriet knew exactly what she wanted to be! Harriet is inspired by anything magical, fantastical and glittery. She also has a
great fascination for miniature things and owns a dollshouse Check out the latest activities in our KidsZone.

Isadora Moon Goes on Holiday: Oxford University Press

I understand that our world needs our help and that we need to do things, but I read books for relaxation and pleasure and so many books try to
put in the message to save the world that I am just getting put off from it so so much. I just want to go back to the time when going to the beach
meant going to the beach. Not saving turtles and the beach and the ocean and the world. But all in all, I had fun reading this one and it definitely
brought me in holiday mood! Feb 18, Gabriella rated it it was amazing Shelves: , childrens. A beautiful tale of nature and the horrors humans inflict
upon it. Keep our planet clean and do your part to help even if you are on holiday. We only have one planet and we are killing it with the rubbish
left behind. A really simple and easy message that was put in a magical way. Mar 24, Fern rated it really liked it Shelves: children-s-books.
Another deliciously delightful Isadora Moon adventure, irresistible with its signature pink and black artwork!

Reunited with Marina the Mermaid, Isadora is quick to learn of the horrors inflicted on our oceans when a baby turtle is discovered tangled in
fishing wire. A magical tale touching on the importance of protecting our planet and wildlife, and being mindful when it comes to rubbish and
littering. Jul 22, Lily Aggarwal rated it really liked it. I really liked Isadora Moon. I thought she went on amazing adventures and it was funny that
her toy bunny could walk. Lily, 7. Apr 20, Brandy rated it really liked it. This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it, click
here. Mar 20, Steph rated it it was amazing.

I love this series. This one might be my fave of them all. The importance of looking after the sea and our planet alongside mermaids and cereal box
competitions! A wonderful mix. Apr 11, Emma Temperance rated it it was amazing. Aug 22, Mona rated it really liked it Shelves: wait-already.
Maggie rated it really liked it Aug 22, Paula rated it it was amazing Jul 11, Isabel rated it it was amazing Feb 19, Bec rated it liked it Oct 23, Paola
Favarato rated it it was amazing Jul 11, Lucy rated it liked it Aug 04, Nora Abad rated it really liked it Sep 10, Valeria rated it it was amazing Dec
12, Gatzekey rated it it was amazing Aug 30, Kerry M rated it it was amazing Jan 04, Moneypenny rated it really liked it Jun 27, Patrick Higgins
rated it it was amazing Jan 07, Emilia Palominos rated it really liked it Dec 11, Nomi rated it really liked it Jan 09, Celia rated it it was amazing Apr
11, Tanu rated it really liked it Aug 25, Sofia Barker rated it it was amazing Dec 19, Marisa rated it it was amazing Jul 26, There are no discussion
topics on this book yet.

Be the first to start one ». Readers also enjoyed. About Harriet Muncaster. Harriet Muncaster. In creating the art for her first book for children,
she was thrilled to have found a good outlet for her lifelong fascination with miniatures. She lives in Hertfordshire, England. Books by Harriet
Muncaster. Related Articles. Tami Charles is a former teacher and the author of picture books, middle grade and young adult novels, and
nonfiction.

I liked reading about her holiday while I was enjoying my own. Isadora moon books are my favourite, I have read 5 today! This was a really good
one in the school holidays to choose as I was going on holiday too. The colours kept me interested snd the story was greats. This book was good
because Isadora helped her mermaid friend clear all the rubbish off the beach and persuade people not to litter. I think it is important that we all do
our bit to look after our beaches. I liked this because I am into magic and Isadora Moon is a good book. I would recommend it to you. I have
three favourite characters: one of them is the mermaid, the other ones are Isadora Moon and her Mum. Its a book full of surprises. I would
recommend this book to people who like books with twists and turns. Subjects Fantasy Worlds - awesome adventures of magic and mystery
Average rating 5 out 5 63 reviews.

Judge Honeycomb Pipistrel I really enjoyed this book. Director Sunny Pineapple I like this book. I like Isadora moon because she is good and
helpful Princess Hopscotch Mildew Professor Kangaroo Wellington Really easy and funny book Fairy Petunia Humdinger I liked Isadora Moon
the best. I think my friends would like to read this book.

Isadora Moon Goes on Holiday by Harriet Muncaster (/Paperback) | LoveReading

Isadora Moon Goes on Holiday. Half vampire, half fairy, totally unique! Availability: In stock. View basket. Description When Isadora wins an
amazing holiday for her whole family she's ready for sun, sea, and sand! But there's work to be done when she and her mermaid friend Marina



discover a baby turtle in trouble. Can Isadora help the turtle find a way home? This page was last updated on 17 September at GMT.

Reviews Praise for Isadora Moon Beautifully presented throughout with pink and black illustrations. But there's work to be done when she and her
mermaid friend Marina discover a baby turtle in trouble. Can Isadora help the turtle find a way home? The book has been read, but is in excellent
condition. Pages are intact and not marred by notes or highlighting. The spine remains undamaged. We sell quality used books at competitive
prices to millions of customers worldwide each year. Established by a group of dedicated book lovers, with an ethos to do good, over the past 10
years World of Books has grown to hold over 3 million in stock. We are a circular economy, for profit company that supports charities and
protects the planet by enabling more goods to be reused. We do not believe that books should only be read once or have a single owner. By
choosing to buy a great value second hand book, you are helping to continually recycle and share the love of literature in rereading and reusing it.

Our prices are low to help millions of used books find new homes in over countries worldwide every year. World of Books purchases significant
volumes of donated books from UK charities, taking the titles they do not want or have not got space for. Our customers are helping to support
good causes too- boosting revenues for charities and saving waste disposal costs. We consider ourselves pioneers in the re-use and recycling of
unwanted books, recycling 27, tonnes of books each year, equivalent to , trees. We do our best to provide good quality books but there is no
escaping the fact that it has been owned and read by someone else before you.

It may well show signs of wear and tear, however each one of our books is hand-checked by our dedicated team for defects before shipping. We
hope you enjoy browsing through our titles today. Shipping Terms: Orders ship within 2 business days.

Isadora Moon Goes on Holiday by Harriet Muncaster

I really enjoyed this book. Director Sunny Pineapple I like this book. I like Isadora moon because she is good and helpful Princess Hopscotch
Mildew Professor Kangaroo Wellington Really easy and funny book Fairy Petunia Humdinger I liked Isadora Moon the best. I think my friends
would like to read this book. Dame Bijou Eragon The colours kept me interested snd the story was greats Viscountess Honeycomb Bumblebee I
like that she picks litter out of the sea Nurse Birthday-cake Palm-tree Marina is my favourite, she is a mermaid.

Anonymous It is a really amazing story about looking after the ocean and its creatures. The spine remains undamaged. We sell quality used books
at competitive prices to millions of customers worldwide each year. Established by a group of dedicated book lovers, with an ethos to do good,
over the past 10 years World of Books has grown to hold over 3 million in stock. We are a circular economy, for profit company that supports
charities and protects the planet by enabling more goods to be reused. We do not believe that books should only be read once or have a single
owner. By choosing to buy a great value second hand book, you are helping to continually recycle and share the love of literature in rereading and
reusing it. Our prices are low to help millions of used books find new homes in over countries worldwide every year. World of Books purchases
significant volumes of donated books from UK charities, taking the titles they do not want or have not got space for.

Our customers are helping to support good causes too- boosting revenues for charities and saving waste disposal costs. We consider ourselves
pioneers in the re-use and recycling of unwanted books, recycling 27, tonnes of books each year, equivalent to , trees. We do our best to provide
good quality books but there is no escaping the fact that it has been owned and read by someone else before you. It may well show signs of wear
and tear, however each one of our books is hand-checked by our dedicated team for defects before shipping. We've got some great stuff related
to this book in our KidsZone. Head over there and check it out now. Isadora Moon is special because she's different.

Her mum is a fairy and her dad is a vampire and she's a bit of both. When Isadora wins an amazing holiday for her whole family she's ready for
sun, sea, and sand! But there's work to be done when she and her mermaid friend Marina discover a baby turtle in trouble. Can Isadora help the
turtle find a way home? In addition to our Lovereading4Kids expert opinion some of our Reader Review Panel were also lucky enough to read
and review this title. You can click here to read the full reviews. I now want to read all the Isadora Moon books. I love Isadora! Full review.
Isadora Moon is really cool because she's half fairy and half vampire and in this story she goes on a tropical holiday which turns out really
interesting. A fun adventure about a little girl who is half vampire and half fairy going on holiday. The first-person voice helps the reader to connect
with Isadora, who may just be the most lovable vampire ever created.

Beautifully presented throughout with pink and black illustrations. Harriet Muncaster has been drawing, writing and creating things for as long as
she can remember. It was while at school that she discovered that being an illustrator and author was a real career path she could take. From that
moment on Harriet knew exactly what she wanted to be! Harriet is inspired by anything magical, fantastical and glittery.
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